Abnormalities of the peripheral circulation and respiratory function in patients with severe heart failure
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SUMMARY To investigate the peripheral circulatory and respiratory abnormalities which occur in patients with heart failure, forearm and calf blood flow were measured before and after upright exercise, and respiratory gas exchange was measured during exercise in 26 patients with severe heart failure. Compared with a group of normal subjects the patients had reduced limb blood flow at rest and the response of limb blood flow to upright exercise was also abnormal. The increase in calf blood flow after exercise and the reduction in blood flow in the non-exercising forearm were both smaller in patients than in controls. There was a significant correlation between the maximum exercise duration of the patients and calf blood flow both after exercise and at rest. Compared with another group of control subjects the patients had a higher minute ventilation during exercise and a reduced oxygen consumption. The respiratory exchange ratio during exercise was also higher in patients than in controls. This suggests that there is early onset of anaerobic metabolism during exercise in patients with severe heart failure.

Severe heart failure is characterised by abnormalities in the peripheral circulation. Both arterial and venous vasoconstriction occur which ultimately may be detrimental to the performance of the failing myocardium. Attempts to correct these abnormalities provide the pathophysiological basis for the use of vasodilators in heart failure. Monitoring of the central haemodynamic effects of vasodilators indicates that many agents have beneficial effects on myocardial performance. There is now considerable evidence, however, that short term changes in central haemodynamics in response to vasodilator treatment do not correlate with symptomatic improvement as judged by changes in exercise tolerance. We have previously shown that changes in the arteriolar tone of a vascular bed consisting predominantly of skeletal muscle correlate with changes in exercise tolerance in response to vasodilator treatment. This suggests that an important effect of vasodilator treatment is to cause arteriolar vasodilatation in skeletal muscle and so improve oxygen delivery to that muscle during exercise.

Limb blood flow can be measured by simple non-invasive techniques. Previous reports have suggested that blood flow is reduced in the forearm, a vascular bed consisting predominantly of skeletal muscle, in patients with severe heart failure. In addition the increase in blood flow in response to ischaemia and isometric exercise is attenuated compared with that in normal subjects. Little is known, however, about the effect of upright exercise on limb blood flow. To investigate the response to upright exercise we have made simultaneous measurements of forearm and calf blood flow before and after exercise in a group of patients with severe heart failure.

Patients with heart failure have a reduced maximal oxygen consumption during exercise, and blood lactate concentrations indicate that the onset of anaerobic metabolism in exercise occurs earlier than it does in normal subjects. This implies that oxygen consumption may be below normal during submaximal exercise. To investigate this possibility we have measured oxygen uptake, respiratory exchange ratio, and minute ventilation during exercise and have compared the results obtained with those from a group of normal subjects.
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Patients and methods

Patients
Twenty-six patients aged 46–69 years were studied; 24 were male. All were limited on exertion by fatigue or dyspnoea or both despite taking at least 80 mg of frusemide daily. Heart failure was due to ischaemic heart disease in 19 of the patients and to dilated cardiomyopathy in the remaining seven. All had been on stable treatment for at least four weeks before being studied and none was taking a vasodilator.

Exercise Testing
At each visit the patients were exercised on a treadmill to a symptom limited maximum. The speed and slope of the treadmill was increased after three minutes at each of the following stages given as kph and slope in degrees; I, 2.7 and 0; II, 2.7 and 1.3; III, 2.7 and 2.6; IV, 2.7 and 4.0; V, 4.0 and 5.6; VI, 5.4 and 6.2; VII, 6.8 and 7.2.

To overcome changes which may have occurred due to familiarisation with the exercise protocol and with the method used to measure respiratory gases each patient was exercised on consecutive weekly visits until their symptom limited exercise time at two consecutive visits did not increase by more than 5%. This last exercise test was taken to represent the maximum exercise tolerance of the patient, and the measurements of limb blood flow and respiratory function made on that occasion were those that are used in this report.

Respiratory Gas Analysis
During each symptom limited exercise test oxygen uptake, respiratory exchange ratio, and ventilation were measured every minute with an online gas analyser (PK Morgan).

Measurement of Limb Blood Flow
Initial measurements of limb blood flow were made before the symptom limited exercise test, and after this exercise test each patient was rested in a temperature controlled room (22–24°C) for one hour. By this time limb blood flow had returned to pre-exercise values. Each patient then underwent a second, submaximal, exercise test. A submaximal test was used to determine the effects of exercise on limb blood flow for two reasons. First to enable us to measure the highest oxygen consumption of the patients during the symptom limited test, and second to eliminate movement artefacts from the recordings caused by the excessive ventilatory effort of maximal exercise. The duration of the submaximal test was determined by the patients’ performance during the maximal test. Each patient was asked to exercise to achieve a workload that in the symptom limited test required an oxygen consumption of 12 ml/kg/minute. If the patient failed to achieve this oxygen consumption during the symptom limited test the submaximal test was terminated at the end of the exercise stage before the one in which they became symptom limited. This level of workload was chosen because it represented a moderate degree of exercise for most of the patients and experience had shown that it produced substantial changes in limb blood flow in normal controls.

Simultaneous measurements of forearm and calf blood flow were made in the right forearm and calf by venous occlusion plethysmography using mercury-in-silastic strain gauges. In brief, the technique consists of measuring the rate of change of limb volume, which is determined by limb blood flow, in response to intermittent venous occlusion. Limb blood flow was measured at rest and every minute from three to 13 minutes after submaximal exercise. The right arm was held loosely at the side during the submaximal exercise test.

Control Subjects
Two groups of normal subjects without signs or symptoms of cardiovascular disease were used as controls. All the subjects were male. The age range was similar in patients and controls. Eighteen subjects were exercised to the end of stage IV of the protocol during which measurements of oxygen consumption, respiratory exchange ratio, and ventilation were made. Seventeen subjects in a second group were exercised to establish a workload that required an oxygen consumption of 12 ml/kg/minute. After one hour's rest forearm and calf blood flow measurements were made at rest and 3–13 minutes after exercise to this workload.

Statistical Analysis
Analysis of variance for repeated measures was used to compare changes in limb flow between the patients and controls. We used t tests to compare differences in respiratory function during exercise between the patients and the controls, during which the patient number varied. Comparison of calf blood flow with maximum exercise time was performed with Pearson’s moment correlation coefficient.

Results
The mean maximum exercise time for the group of patients was 10-47 minutes (range 1-2–17-5 minutes) and the mean highest oxygen consumption was 12.5 ml/kg/minute (range 5.8–25.2 ml/kg/minute).
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Fig. 1 Mean (SEM) values of minute ventilation at rest and during stages I-IV of the exercise protocol for patients and controls. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005.
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Fig. 2 Mean (SEM) values of oxygen uptake at rest and during stages I-IV of the exercise protocol in patients and controls. *p < 0.03, **p < 0.02.
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Fig. 3 Mean (SEM) values of respiratory exchange ratio at rest and during stages I-IV of the exercise protocol for patients and controls. **p < 0.05.
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Fig. 4 Mean (SEM) values of calf blood flow at rest and from 3-13 minutes after submaximal exercise for the patients and controls. p < 0.001.
Controls
Patients

Fig. 5 Mean (SEM) values of forearm blood flow at rest and from 3–13 minutes after submaximal exercise in patients and controls. p < 0.001.

MEASUREMENTS OF RESPIRATORY FUNCTION
Fig. 1 shows the mean (SEM) values of minute ventilation during exercise for the patients and controls.

Twenty six patients had resting measurements made, 24 patients completed stage I of the exercise protocol, 20 completed stage II, 18 completed stage III, and 10 completed stage IV. The patients had higher values for minute ventilation both at rest and during exercise than the controls (p < 0.05 at rest, p < 0.005 at stage I, p < 0.005 at stage II, p < 0.005 at stage III, and p < 0.05 at stage IV).

Fig. 2 shows the effects of exercise on the mean (SEM) values of oxygen uptake in the patients and the control subjects. Oxygen consumption was not significantly different between the patients and the control subjects at rest. However, as exercise progressed there was the expected increase in oxygen consumption in both groups but the patients consistently showed a lower oxygen consumption than the control subjects (p < 0.03 at stage I, p < 0.02 at stage II, p < 0.03 at stage III, and p < 0.03 at stage IV).

Fig. 3 shows the values for respiratory exchange ratio for the patients and the control subjects. There was no difference between the groups at rest; however, as exercise progressed the patients showed a

Fig. 6 (a) Relation between maximum exercise time and maximum value of calf blood flow after submaximal exercise in patients. r = 0.642, p < 0.01. (b) Relation between maximum exercise time and resting calf blood flow in patients. r = 0.526, p < 0.02.
higher respiratory exchange ratio than the control subjects (p<0.05 at stage I and stage IV).

MEASUREMENTS OF LIMB BLOOD FLOW
The mean (SEM) oxygen consumption of the patients at the end of the submaximal exercise test was 11.6 (±0.58) ml/kg/min. Fig. 4 shows the resting and post-exercise values of calf blood flow for the patients and the control subjects. The mean (SEM) value of resting calf blood flow in the control subjects was 2.98 (±0.14) ml/dl/min, whereas in the patients it was 1.32 (±0.07) ml/100 ml/min. After submaximal exercise calf blood flow had increased in the control subjects to a peak of 5.07 (±0.39) ml/100 ml/min. Peak calf blood flow after exercise in the patients was 1.93 (±0.17) ml/100 ml/min. The patients, therefore, not only had reduced calf blood flow at rest but also had an attenuated vasodilator response to similar degrees of exercise (p<0.001).

Fig. 5 shows the effect of exercise on blood flow in the non-exercising forearm. The mean (SEM) resting value for the control subjects was 2.98 (±0.12) ml/100 ml/min compared with a resting value for the patients of 1.51 (±0.09) ml/100 ml/min. After exercise, forearm blood flow in the controls fell to 2.35 (±0.14) ml/100 ml/min three minutes after exercise. The corresponding value in the patients was 1.30 (±0.07) ml/100 ml/min. The reduction in blood flow in the forearm after exercise was therefore considerably smaller in the patients (p<0.001).

Fig. 6a shows the relation between maximum exercise time and the maximum value of calf blood flow achieved after submaximal exercise for each patient. There was a significant positive correlation between these variables, r=0.642 (p<0.01). Resting values of calf blood flow and maximum exercise time were also positively correlated, r=0.526 (p<0.02, Fig. 6b).

Discussion
This study has shown that patients with severe heart failure who remain symptomatic despite diuretic treatment have abnormalities of limb blood flow and of respiratory gas exchange. Since one of the predominant symptoms of patients with severe heart failure is dyspnoea it is not surprising that the patients had a higher minute ventilation, both at rest and during exercise, than the controls.

The differences in oxygen consumption are, however, more surprising. There was no difference in oxygen consumption between the patients and the controls at rest, but oxygen consumption was consistently lower in the patients during exercise. This observation does not accord with some published reports.12 13 Franciosa et al have suggested that oxygen consumption during submaximal exercise is the same in patients with heart failure as normal controls.12 Six of their patients, however, had a “normal” exercise capacity with a maximal oxygen consumption of greater than 20 ml/kg/minute, whereas only one of our patients had a maximal oxygen consumption as high as this. Furthermore the maximal oxygen consumption of many of their patients was higher than that in our patients. Similarly 12 of the patients studied by Patterson et al had a mean maximal oxygen consumption of 32.5 ml/kg/min.13 The inclusion of these patients in the comparison of oxygen consumption during submaximal exercise with normal controls may well have hidden a reduction in oxygen consumption in the patients with more severe heart failure. Wilson et al measured oxygen consumption during submaximal exercise in patients with varying degrees of heart failure and showed a non-significant trend towards a lower systemic oxygen consumption during submaximal exercise in patients with more severe heart failure.14

The higher respiratory exchange ratio for the patients during exercise is consistent with the lower oxygen consumption and indicates the early onset of anaerobic metabolism.

The results described here are supported by studies which evaluated the metabolic consequences of exercise in the limbs in patients with heart failure. Patients with severe heart failure have a lower oxygen consumption in the forearm than controls in response to submaximal exercise.15 16 In addition differences in the forearm skeletal muscle metabolism between patients and control subjects have been reported in a nuclear magnetic resonance study.17 These data suggest that there is a reduction in oxygen consumption in skeletal muscle during submaximal exercise in patients with heart failure; this must be reflected in a reduction of systemic oxygen consumption, as we have demonstrated.

The differences in limb blood flow between the patients and controls may explain the differences in oxygen consumption. Patients with heart failure are capable of a greater oxygen extraction than controls.16 This compensatory mechanism may, however, be insufficient to prevent the early onset of anaerobic metabolism if blood flow to exercising muscle is severely reduced. This study has demonstrated that both forearm and calf blood flow are reduced at rest in patients with heart failure. Although the technique we used to measure limb blood flow does not permit us to make measurements during exercise, the changes that occurred after exercise allow us to make some assumptions about changes during exercise. The increase in calf blood flow after exercise was considerably attenuated in the
patients compared with that in the controls and, therefore, it is highly likely that calf blood flow, and hence oxygen delivery to the exercising skeletal muscle, was reduced during exercise. The changes in limb blood flow in the non-exercising forearm indicate that the resistance vessels in the forearm were near maximally constricted at rest and were unable to constrict further during exercise to aid redistribution of blood to the exercising limb. The relation between resting and post-exercise calf blood flow and maximum exercise capacity of the patients indicates that limb blood flow is a major determinant of exercise tolerance in patients with severe heart failure. Since fatigue on exertion is also a major symptom of patients and is due to lactate accumulation in skeletal muscle and the associated intracellular acidosis, the extent of the reduction in blood flow would determine the onset of these changes during exercise. Using different techniques others have also suggested that reduced limb blood flow is an important cause of the reduced exercise tolerance of patients with severe heart failure.

The reduced blood flow to exercising skeletal muscle would also account for the lack of immediate improvement in exercise tolerance in patients treated with vasodilators, despite immediate improvement in central haemodynamics. It has been shown that in the short term captopril improves central haemodynamics without affecting exercise time. We and others have demonstrated that short term administration of captopril does not affect limb blood flow and it is only after more prolonged administration that limb blood flow improves. Thus the improvement in exercise time seems to be related more to the improved blood flow to skeletal muscle than to central haemodynamic effects.

Comparison of the changes in the peripheral circulation and respiratory gas exchange in patients with severe heart failure with those in normal subjects indicates some of the important pathophysiologial changes that occur in patients with heart failure. The techniques used in this study are non-invasive and readily repeatable and may therefore be used to assess the response of patients to treatment.
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